A DESIGN THESIS JOURNEY

A candid interview with the architectural designer Cheryl Yew's one academic year journey of doing the Kampung Kerinchi Primary School project focusing on the why, what and how of her design thesis journey. We asked on "why she thinks the project is important personally and what were the challenges that she faced with dealing with the project". Other content includes, her take on the design thesis tutors' approach in architecture education and studio-based learning; and this informal discussion provides a fresh feel for the approach and we are grateful for Cheryl to give us the insights she shared.

Link to images of Cheryl's project here:
https://designthesis.wordpress.com/2020/05/01/cheryl-yews-kampung-kerinchi-primary-school/

(Apologies for poor audio recording in the first six minutes due to poor internet connection as we were using online meeting tool). (32 minutes long recording)
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